
Group & Private 
Tours/Experiences

Designed by: VisitOman

Winter Season’s Packages,

November 2022 - March 2023



Group Tours
Min 15 people

For bookings:

Email us now: reservation@visitoman.om



Full Day Nizwa Tour
Nizwa Min 15 pax Two hours from your location. Your tour will start by heading right away to Nizwa

Souk, which is a local old bazaar with all kinds of Omani goods and essentials

that can only be found over here. Inside the allies of Nizwa market you can see

the Omani Locals doing their daily life shopping routine. These old markets are

divided into many sections like the herbs and spices section, vegetables and fruits

section, handicrafts section etc., if it happens to be Friday then also you can

witness the Friday Goat market – which is an auction style market for animals that

only take place on Fridays. At a walking distance from the Souk there stands the

Majestic Nizwa Fort, it is one of the biggest round structure Forts in the middle

east that goes back to the 17th Century surrounded by an older castle built in the

10th Century. Here the visitors can learn about Oman history and why this fort is

considered the most important national monument with 480 gun-ports and you

can see different type of traps used to prevent enemies from getting into the

main round tower.
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Nizwa Tour

Total Price per pax – OMR 40.350

Total Price per pax – USD 110.50 



BarkaSouq , Nakhal Fort & Hot Spring
Barka – Nakhal Min 15 pax

8 hours tour which will start with a stop at Barka souq which lies

next to the fishing port. You will get to witness the daily routine of

Omani market hussle and the old ways of shopping for home

groceries, especially food like vegetables, fruits and fishes with

many unique varieties. Then we will be heading to Nakhal City. The

first stop will be at the fort of Nakhal. It is a fort with a very

complex history as it witnessed many ruling dynasties and was the

center of many dramatic historical moments happened at Oman..

After admiring the beauty of Nakhal Fort we will take a short car

ride to the famous warm spring of Ain Al Thawarah. This warm

spring resides on a wadi that have many falaj’s (Water Channels) to

carry out the water to the near farms.
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Barka & Nakhal Tour

Total Price per pax – OMR 35.300 

Total Price per pax – USD 95.50 



City Tour With Dhow Cruise
Muscat- Min 15 pax

In this 8 Hours tour you will get to see all the main attractions of

Muscat city. Start your Muscat tour with Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque,

the top visited attraction in Oman. The tour also takes you to see the

Royal Opera House of Muscat from the outside next followed by

Muttrah fish and vegetable market and one of the oldest Traditional

Souq (Mutrah Souq) in the Arab world. From there we will head over to

the old part of Muscat and see the grandeur of Sultan’s Al Alam Palace.

At the entrance of Muscat Bay, you will witness the twin forts of Jalali

and Mirani. After that you will be boarded on a traditional wooden

dhow ship to have lunch on it while enjoying the scenery of the

beautiful Muscat city coastline.
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Muscat City Tour

Total Price per pax – OMR 45.360 

Total Price per pax – USD 122.50 



Private Tours
Adventures

For bookings:

Email us now: reservation@visitoman.om



A'Sifah (Group)
Qurayyat - Min 2 pax

Get ready to fall in love with A’Sifah. Our journey begins 

from  your current location towards Al Sifah. Greeted 

with the sunrise and an early breakfast, we shall prepare 

for an extraordinary adventure while Hiking at Al Sifah. 

Expect hiking, boats ride throughout this journey.
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from OMR 45.000 per adult

Activities included: Hiking, Boat trip, Traditional Omani 
Lunch

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 5 hours
Risk: Challenging



Drive Tour With A Super Car
Nakhal-Rustaq 

Enjoy Rustaq and Nakhal Tour to discover the most 

significant fort and hot springs. Take the Nakhl tour 

and learn about their history, which dates back to

the pre-Islamic period.
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- From OMR 95 per adult for Passenger 
Experience

- From OMR 285 per adult for Self-Drive 
Experience

Activities included: Self Drive Experience Or 
Passenger Experience

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 6 hours
Risk: Easy



Wadi Hawir
WADI BANI KHALID - Min 2 pax

Join us as we embark on a canyoning adventure to Wadi 

Hawir. One of the most beautiful wadis you'll come 

across in Oman. An oasis spot in the middle of the barren 

and dry mountains. Be prepared for jumps into multiple 

waterfalls and abseiling your way down for a thrilling 

experience for almost 12m.
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from OMR 45.000 per adult

•Activities included: Hiking , Abseiling, Swimming & Cliff 
jumping ( optional ), Traditional Omani Lunch

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 5 hours
Risk: Challenging



Snake Canyon
Rustaq Min 4 pax

Snake Canyon is not your regular day hike. You 

will be wet the entire 5 hours. You will be 

surrounded by 100-meter rock faces that shade 

the sun, making the water even colder offering a 

rewarding experience.
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from OMR 50.000 per adult

Activities included: Hiking, Abseiling, Swimming, Cliff 
jumping ( optional )

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 5 hours
Risk: Challenging



Bimmah Sinkhole &Wadi Shab
Qurayyat & Sur- Min 2 pax

Wadi Shab Tour is a 9-hours private tour to explore the 

picturesque Wadi Shab as might the great explorers' Ibn 

Battuta and Marco Polo.
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from OMR 72.500 per adult

Activities included: English-speaking driver/guide, 
Swimming & Cliff jumping ( optional ), Traditional 
Omani Lunch

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 9 hours
Risk: Easy



Private Tours
Country & Cultural

For bookings:

Email us now: reservation@visitoman.om



CULTURAL CITY TOUR
Muscat - Min 2 pax

The tour begins with a visit to the stunning Grand Mosque, the main Mosque in the

sultanate of Oman, and an outstanding piece of Islamic architecture. Royal Opera House

for house tour. The visitors can see the main foyer with its elegant grand staircase and

wander through the stunning theatre, even getting a glimpse of the stage from the

balconies. After the visit of Opera house, drive for Muttrah district and visit National

Museum. The Museum aims to preserve the components of the Omani cultural heritage

of bygone era. After the visit of the National Museum, a photo stop in front of the Sultan's

Palace, flanked by the Portuguese forts, Jalali and Mirani..
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from OMR 48.000 per adult

Activities included: English speaking 
driver-guide, Water, 

Languages: German, English, French, Italian
Duration: 5.5 hours
Risk: Easy



Oman's Golden Sand Sea
A'SHARQIYAH SANDS- Min 2 pax

Al Sharqiyah Sands Desert Tour, a 9-hours private trip to

explore the Al Sharqiyah sands. Formed about 130,000

years ago from a beautiful mix of golden quartz and pale

lime grains of sand forming a dramatic landscape of

rolling dunes.
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from OMR 70.00 per adult

Activities included:  English-speaking driver/guide, Omani 
lunch, Castle entrance fees., Short camel ride.

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 9 hours
Risk: Easy



Dinner with Omani Family
Muscat- Min 2 pax

Meet with your chauffeur proceed to an Omani House.

After a warm greeting, you will be invited inside to share

in some Arabic coffee and dates. The head of the family

will then impart some unique insights into Omani life

from ancient times to present. You will learn about such

festivals as Eid, and the holy month of Ramadan.
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from OMR 77.000 per adult

Activities included: Hiking , Abseiling, Swimming & Cliff 
jumping ( optional ), Traditional Omani Lunch

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 3 hours
Risk: Easy



Nama Full Day Tour
Sur- Min 2 pax

At Nama Tour you will experience a quick visit to Sur City

and then turtle Watching experience to Ras Al Jinz, the

largest nesting population of green turtle in Oman.
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from OMR 125.00 per adult

Activities included:  English-speaking driver/guide, Omani 
lunch, Castle entrance fees, Dhow Building Factory, 
Martine Museum, Turtle Watching,

Languages: English, Arabic
Duration: 12 hours
Risk: Easy



Get in Touch 

with us
@visitoman_vo

@visitoman1

mohammed.alhabsi@visitoman.om

+968 7199 6167

Oman Convention & Exhibition Centre, 

Madinat Al Irfan, Seeb - P.O Box: 1659, 

P.C : 130 Al Athaib

visitoman.om


